
Mixed Conditionals

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

And yet, how would it have been if Ruth Leigh ____________________ a
moment of reserve, of prudent repulsion!
1.

(not/have)

If he ____________________ out a second time, then, my son, your work
begins.
2.

(be)

If we ____________________ the principles of reason, our religion will be
absurd and ridiculous.
3.

(violate)

All our attributes are modified or changed; and it will be a poor account of
us if our views ____________________ and change in a proportion.
4.

(not/modify/change)

Besides, I wouldn't care if they ____________________.5. (be)

If you ____________________, we will go to Carrington.6. (wish)

If you ____________________ one of those fellow out in normal territory,
he's no trouble at all.
7.

(meet)

However, if I ____________________, it will be in consequence of the
certificate of innocence, without ignorance, that you have given Dinah.
8.

(remain)

There is one thing, however, which you will forgive me if I
____________________ to you.
9.

(hint)

If the cask ____________________ fluid, the sound is of a dull and of
quite a different character.
10.

(contain)

If she ____________________ in my arms I think she would have fallen.11.
(not/be)

If it first ____________________ our ship, everything is all right.12. (detect)

If you ____________________ you'll spoil it.13. (do)

If we ____________________ war, they will be withdrawn.14. (declare)
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If we ____________________ this forest, a cathedral-like awe thrills the
nerves.
15.

(descend/and/enter)

If the context ____________________ an otherwise indefinite thing
definite, it is sufficient.
16.

(make)

But if you ____________________ to break away, I'll shoot you, that's all.17.
(try)

They accordingly resolved to force on a decisive action with an enemy for
whom, if they ____________________ wise, they would have made a bridge
of gold.

18.

(be)

If it ____________________ three generations to make a gentleman one
will not make a thinker.
19.

(take)

If she ____________________ now to die for any worthy cause, her race
would have been ennobled by a second martyr, true to the blood of her who
died under the cruel Queen.

20.

(passive/call)
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